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Figure 2: Multiparallel alignment based on combining pairwise alignments with one-to-one relations (blue dashed
edges) and one-to-many relations (orange solid edges).

3 Encoding Parallel Corpora

3.1 A smorgasbord of corpus formats
One of the most widely adopted approaches to en-
coding text corpora is XML (eXtensible Markup
Language), which allows for a hierarchical repres-
entation using a tree structure. Such a represent-
ation is valuable for the storage of language data
as it facilitates the clear separation of structural in-
formation from text content, provides a descript-
ive markup of the encoded text, and can easily be
validated for consistency with an appropriate doc-
ument type definition (DTD) or XML schema. For
this reason, groups such as the Text Encoding Initi-
ative5 (TEI) have establish a standardised specific-
ation for the encoding of text corpora in XML (see
also Dipper 2005; Hana and Štěpánek 2012; Gom-
pel and Reynaert 2013).
A second approach is the tabular format that

has quickly gained popularity and become the
de facto standard in the NLP community (Buch-
holz and Marsi 2006; Chiarcos and Schenk 2018).
The CoNLL-U format (Nivre et al. 2016) defines
a standardised method of encoding text corpora
for Universal Dependency (UD) Treebanks. It
is based on a simple one-word-per-line (OWPL)
format in which annotation layers are stored in
ten distinct columns and are thus defined by their
position, rather than markup tags.6 This light-

5https://tei-c.org/
6Numerous versions of the CoNLL format exist due to its

weight format is reminiscent of that used by the
IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB) (Evert and
the CWB Development Team 2010), which is able
to blend both structural XML tags, albeit without
being valid XML, and a tabular representation of a
token’s attributes in order to encode only the neces-
sary linguistic information for a given task. Addi-
tionally, multiple extensions have been proposed
to the basic CoNLL-U format, for example, for
the annotation of multiword expressions (Savary et
al. 2017) and morphological analysis (More et al.
2018). A more recent dialect of the CoNLL family
is the CoNLL-U Plus format, which defines amod-
ified CoNLL-U file that can contain any number
of columns to flexibly encode any additional lin-
guistic annotations while still maintaining a valid
CoNLL format.

3.2 One format to rule them all
Despite the large number of corpus formats, there
is little support for the representation of align-
ments. We decide to encode our corpora in what is
essentially a CoNLL-U format and extend it with
optional layers of stand-off annotation to accom-
modate the data model described in Section 2. Fig-
ure 3 depicts an excerpt from a corpus with multi-
lingual alignments.

application in multiple shared tasks held by the Conference
onComputational Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) since
2006. CoNLL-U is an extension of CoNLL-X/CoNLL-ST
which were themselves extensions of Joakim Nivre’s Malt-
TAB format (Buchholz and Marsi 2006).
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as the placement of HTML tags, page breaks or
graphics, which may be relevant for some analyses
or veracity evaluation, is made difficult and cum-
bersome when moving away from XML markup.

3.3 Our Format
We split our corpora into language-specific sub-
sections. For each section, tokens are fur-
nished with ubiquitous attributes, pertaining to
those specified by CoNLL-U in a main tabular
token file.8 These attributes include a sentence-
positional identifier (word index), surface form,
lemma, part-of-speech tags, morphological fea-
tures, information for dependency relations and a
miscellaneous attribute for additional token-level
annotation. Unspecified or empty values are rep-
resented by an underscore (‘_’). In the miscel-
laneous column, a list of attribute-value pairs is
used to hold corpus-specific annotations at the
token level (in the form of attribute=value, sep-
arated by pipe (‘|’) characters). In addition to
the 10 columns defined by CoNLL-U, we include
three enumerated identifier (ID) values. These IDs
comprise one (primary) key, which uniquely iden-
tifies each token in a corpus, and two (foreign)
keys, which reference the token’s corresponding
sentence and document.9 All IDs are expected to
increase linearly throughout the file, which facilit-
ates processing.
Sentence-level and text-level annotations are

then stored separately with relevant metadata
based on their enumerated IDs. For consistency,
we follow the same approach as in the token file
and include a miscellaneous attribute for sentences
and texts with a list of attribute-value pairs. Fi-
nally, we specify additional stand-off annotation
files in order to accommodate non-ubiquitous an-
notation such as named entities and multilingual
alignment. As such, stand-off files are only re-
quired when those annotations are present.

4 The Zurich Parallel Corpus Collection

Having brought our parallel corpus collection into
a consistent and standardised format, as described
in Section 3, we make these resources publicly
available. This corpus collection provides a rich
source of multilingual and multiparallel language

8A header comment line beginning with ‘#’ defines the
columns and relevant namespaces, ensuring that it conforms
with CoNLL-U Plus.

9Primary and foreign keys are terms borrowed from data-
base design.

data in a variety of domains and genres. A brief
overview of the collection is given in Table 1.
At the heart of our collection lies the heritage

corpus of alpine texts, Text+Berg10 (Volk et al.
2010; Göhring and Volk 2011). This corpus con-
sists of 150 years of digitised material from the
Swiss Alpine Club yearbooks, which were pub-
lished primarily in German and French, with some
years containing texts in Italian, Romansh, English
and also Swiss German.11 Approximately 15%
of the corpus comprises a German-French parallel
subsection of roughly 4.5 million tokens per lan-
guage. Over 10 years in development, Text+Berg
has inspired numerous innovative approaches in
corpus annotation, such as crowd-sourced correc-
tion of OCR errors (Clematide, Furrer et al. 2016),
named entity recognition and linking (Ebling et
al. 2011), code-switching (Volk and Clematide
2014), and special handling of elliptical compound
nouns and separable prefix verbs in German (Volk,
Clematide et al. 2016).
The Credit Suisse Bulletin corpus (CS Bul-

letin)12 (Volk, Amrhein et al. 2016) is based on
the world’s oldest banking magazine published
by Credit Suisse. This magazine has been in
print since 1895 in both German and French, with
translations also produced in English, Italian and
Spanish at certain periods. There are more than
20 million tokens in the German and the French
part, while the English and Italian sections contain
about 10 million tokens per language. The Credit
Suisse Bulletin corpus provides parallel data from
magazine articles in the domains of economics,
culture and sport, proving to be useful material
for historic, sociological and linguistic research
(Schneider et al. 2018).
The Swiss Legislation Corpus (SLC) (Höfler

and Sugisaki 2014) is a German-French parallel
corpus comprised of the entire classified collection
of contemporary legislative writing of the Swiss
Confederation. Its companion, the Rumantsch
Grischun corpus13 (Weibel 2014), consists of
legal texts and press releases from the State Chan-
cellery of the Swiss canton of Graubünden. This
corpus provides unique parallel data for German
and the low-resource language Romansh. As such,
it is a valuable resource for Romansh language

10http://textberg.ch/
11Although Swiss German has no official written standard,

it is often written by native speakers in non-formal situations.
12https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/projects/b4c/en/
13‘Rumantsch’ is an alternative spelling of ‘Romansh’.
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languages tokens years alignment

Text+Berg de, fr, it, rm, gsw, en 52.6m 150 sentence
CS Bulletin de, en, es, fr, it 61.6m 120 sentence
Sparcling de, en, es, fr, it + 11 454.7m 15 token
SLC de, fr 11.4m — token
Rumantsch Grischun de, rm 0.9m — token
Medi-Notice de, fr, it 58.9m — sentence
Horizons de, en, fr 2.9m 14 text

Table 1: List of corpora together with their most relevant characteristics.

learners and a solid base for computational lin-
guistic research.
The largest multiparallel corpus in our collec-

tion is the Sparcling corpus, originally referred to
as FEP9 (Graën 2018). Sparcling is a richly an-
notated development of the CoStEP corpus (Graën
et al. 2014), which itself is a cleaned and normal-
ised version of the Europarl corpus (Koehn 2005).
Token counts for each language vary, ranging from
7.5 to 47 million across the 16 languages, with
annotation and alignment on all levels. Thus, it
provides a rich resource for comparative language
studies (Callegaro 2017), language learning ap-
plications (Schneider and Graën 2018) and the de-
velopment of multilingual NLP methods (Heierli
2018). It has also been used in the implementation
of a query and exploration system for multiparallel
corpora (Clematide, Graën et al. 2016; Graën et al.
2017).
TheMedi-Notice corpus (Fritz 2016) comprises

texts from information leaflets for pharmaceutical
products that are made publicly available by the
Swiss Agency for Therapeutic Products. Each
product usually has two separate leaflets: one is
geared towards medical professionals, while the
other is written for the general public. According
to Swiss law, patient leaflets must be written in
German, French and Italian, whereas the inform-
ation for healthcare professionals is required only
in German and French. Thus, theMedi-Notice cor-
pus contains German and French parallel texts in
the professional subsection, while the patient sub-
section is trilingual.
Lastly, the Horizons corpus14 is a multiparal-

lel corpus constructed from the magazine of the
same name, published by the Swiss National Sci-

14TheHorizons corpus has not yet been officially published
and development is still underway, but it is being made avail-
able in its current form as part of this release.

ence Foundation.15 This corpus also offers unique
parallel texts in the domain of popular science in
and around Switzerland in German, French and
English.

5 Conclusions and Future Development

Through the development of the corpora men-
tioned above and the challenges involved in hand-
ling large multiparallel corpora, we have deduced
a data model which allows us to represent the di-
versity of annotations in our corpora effectively.
We have extended the CoNLL-U format to en-
code our corpora, which ensures compatibility
with modern NLP applications and corpus lin-
guistic tools, facilitates the extraction and the ex-
ploitation of linguistic data, and allows extensibil-
ity through various layers of stand-off annotation.
Additionally, we have made our corpora available
in this format, totalling approximately 640 million
tokens across 18 languages. We hope that this will
enable a more effective and efficient application
of multiparallel corpora in a variety of linguistic
research projects. At present, we are working
on tools to handle corpora in our tabular format.
This includes validation of the corpus files, ex-
traction of task-specific subsections and conver-
sion pipelines into other formats such as TEI. Fur-
ther information and the corpus files are available
at https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/purl/PaCoCo.
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